
Matt:  Welcome
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Matt:  Agenda
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Matt:  Welcome to the Rhode Island Department of Labor and Training (RIDLT) EDI (RIDLT) EDI 

PresentationPresentation. PresentationPresentation. 

Introduce presenters.
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Matt:  Rhode Island’s EDI Initiative and Timelines
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Matt:  RIDLT will implement electronic reporting of first reports and subsequent reports.  

The subsequent reports will replace Interim and Final Reports of Indemnity Payment (DWC-The subsequent reports will replace Interim and Final Reports of Indemnity Payment (DWC-

22) , Reports of Specific Injury Payment (DWC-51) and Itemized Statements (DWC-50).  

Reference ridltedi.info
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Matt:  Voluntary implementation begins March 1, 2014.  Mandatory implementation is 

required January 1, 2015.required January 1, 2015.

Reference ridltedi.info
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Matt:  Electronic reporting will use IAIABC EDI standards.

Reference ridltedi.info and www.iaiabc.org for additional information.
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Matt:  This is additional information about the IAIABC.  The IAIABC web site address is 

included.   EDI standards documentation is available on the IAIABC website.included.   EDI standards documentation is available on the IAIABC website.

RIDLT is a jurisdictional member of the IAIABC. Reference www.iaiabc.org for additional 

information.
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Matt:  RIDLT has contracted with ISO to manage EDI reporting.

Reference ridltedi.info for additional information.
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Matt:  RIDLT requirements are online at the RIDLT EDI website listed here.

Reference ridltedi.info for additional information.
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Matt:  Trading Partner registration is open.  Please register to be sure to receive EDI 

announcements and information.announcements and information.

Reference ridltedi.info for additional information.
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Matt:  

•Register as a Trading Partner as soon as possible, before March 1, 2014

•Testing begins January 1, 2014

•Testing must be completed by November 3, 2014

Reference ridltedi.info for additional information.
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Laura:  What data is being requested?  First report and payment data that is sent on paper 

will be sent electronically.  The format is different, but the information is the same.will be sent electronically.  The format is different, but the information is the same.



Laura:   Each electronic report is called an Event.  Events are sent according to RIDLT 

requirements just as paper reports were sent.  A claim administrator sends a first report requirements just as paper reports were sent.  A claim administrator sends a first report 

electronic event instead of a Form DWC-01 paper First Report.
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Laura: This is the IAIABC process flow diagram showing the sequence of events. 

First step is to Establish a claim where the First Report of Injury is submitted.First step is to Establish a claim where the First Report of Injury is submitted.

Step 2 reports that payment has started.

Step 3 reports changes to the payments.

Step 4 reports that weekly benefits ended.

Steps 5 through 7 report start, changes and end to weekly benefits for recurrence.

Step 8 reports when the claim is closed.

Between establishing and closing a claim, there may be other events to report.

Step 9 reports Lump sum payments:  commutation, loss of use, disfigurement.

Step 10 show periodic reports.  RI requires reports twice a year on open claims.

Step 11 notice of change of information other than weekly benefits

Step 12 indicates a claim was reported by mistake and should be cancelled.



Laura:  This table starts with EDI events for the Event Step 1, Establish a Claim

A first report is required for Deaths, Medical Only and lost-time injuries (more than 3 days)  

Instead of a Form DWC-01 First Report, send a FROI MTC 00, Original. 

(Event 1a. Under Investigation code is not applicable in RI.)
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Laura:

Another way to Establish a Claim is with a denial. 

A FROI MTC 04 is a first report denying a claim. A Denial can be sent instead of an Original.  

There is no paper equivalent form.  Denials are not required in RI because the first report is 

a notice of the injury and is not considered a claim for benefits.  This MTC is included 

because most insurers expect to use it.  
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Laura:   Event Group 1

When a new Claim Administrator Takes Over the Claim, submit a FROI with:

MTC AQ, Acquired Claim.  Send minimal data sent to report the new claim administrator. 

If the jurisdiction can not find a claim to match the AQ first report, it will be rejected.  The 

Trading Partner sends another FROI with MTC AU, Acquired/Unallocated.  More data is 

required on the AU so the jurisdiction can establish a claim.  
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Laura:  Event Group 2 Initial Payment of Indemnity or Equivalent

MTC CD Compensable death reports a fatality is compensable while beneficiaries are being 

investigated. 

MTC EP Employer Paid reports the employer paid Salary in Lieu of Compensation
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Laura:    Event Group 2 shows Initial Payment of Indemnity 

When indemnity payments begin, a legal document authorizing payment is required:  

Nonprejudicial Agreement, Memorandum of Agreement, Court Order or Decree.  A 

Subsequent Report (SROI) with MTC IP Initial Payment is also required.

When a new claims administrator takes over a claim and makes a first payment, send a 

SROI with MTC AP Acquired/Payment.
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Laura:  

Group 3 reports changes to benefits

a. Change in Benefit Amount (MTC CA)

b. Change in Benefit Type (MTC CB)

c. Reduced Earnings (MTC RE)
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Laura: 

SROI Event 4. Business Event Group 4 Suspension of INDEMNITY benefits

MTC S1 Suspension, RTW, or Medically Determined/Qualified RTW

MTC S4 Suspension, Claimant Death

MTC S8 Suspension, Jurisdiction Change

MTC SD Suspension, Directed by Jurisdiction (court order or decree)

MTC 04 Denial-SROI The claim is being denied after payments were made without liability 

under a Nonprejudicial Agreement. 
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Laura: 
Group 5 Reinstatement of benefits

a. Reinstated Salary in Lieu of Compensation (MTC ER)

b. Reinstatement of Benefits (MTC RB)

Group 6 Changes to Reinstated Benefits are the same as Group 3 Change to Benefits/Amounts

Group 7 Suspending Reinstated Benefits are the same as Group 4 Suspension of weekly Benefits
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Laura:  Event Group 9 covers One Time Reporting

Can occur anytime between opening and closing a claim.   Send a SROI with MTC PY, 

Payment Report for:

lump sum for commutation or D&D

Loss of use (permanent partial scheduled) by agreement or court order

Disfigurement (permanent partial disfigurement) by agreement or court order

Payment of a large amount of indemnity benefit for closed period or continuing 

benefits
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Laura:  

Look at the last event, Group 10:  Periodic Reporting.  A SROI with MTC SA, Sub-Annual 

report (twice a year) should be sent for open claims.

When a claim is closed and no further payments of any kind anticipated, send a SROI with 

MTC FN, Final.  

SROI Suspension replaces the paper Final Report of Payment, DWC-22 when weekly 

indemnity benefits end.

SROI FN replaces the paper Itemized Statement, DWC-50 when the claim is closed.

Terminology is different with EDI than with paper forms. 

A legal authority to close claim is still required:  Termination of Benefits, Suspension 

Agreement, Wage Transcript, Court Order or Decree.
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Laura:  Event Group 11 Corrections/Changes for FROI and SROI

There is a difference between a correction and a change.

MTC CO Correction is sent in response to an error identified by RIDLT.  The RIDLT will 

respond with an acknowledgement record for each event.  The acknowledgement 

indicates if the event was accepted, rejected, or accepted with errors.  If it was 

accepted with errors, a correction must be sent to fix the problems.

MTC 02 Change: The claim administrator identifies a change in important information and sends the change to RIDKT.  The Element Requirement Table shows which data elements require a change be sent.  
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Robbie: RIDLT Claims Business EDI Process

This example provides the process between the Employer, the Claim Administrator 
(CA) and RIDLT.

1) Employer or the carrier/TPA gives notice of the injury to Claim Administrator 
(CA):Carrier/TPA/Self Insured Employer (SI)

2) CA reviews/enters into their system and sends the reports to  RIDLT electronically  (EDI)

3) RIDLT receives FROI & SROI data submitted by Claim Administrator, then 
automatically edits the data based on RIDLT EDI Element Requirements, Edit 
Matrix and Event Table (sequencing).

•Initial FROI reports that pass all applicable edits (receive TA or TE 
acknowledgment) are assigned a Jurisdiction Claim Number (JCN) and 
loaded in the RIDLT claims system as clean data. 

•All subsequent FROI & SROI reports that pass all applicable edits will be 
linked to the initial accepted FROI report by KEY Match Data fields, including 
JCN and loaded in the RIDLT Claim System.  

4) Acknowledgements will also be automatically passed back to the CA as 
notification that their Transaction has been Accepted (TA), Accepted with Error 
(TE) or Rejected (TR). 

5) CA receives acknowledgment and updates their system with JCN.

6) CA continues to report FROI and SROI report where applicable electronically (EDI) 
based on the Event Table.
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Robbie: Options for EDI Submissions to RIDLT
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Robbie: The 3 options for EDI submissions are Direct Reporting (Secure FTP), EDI Vendor or 

RIDLT EDI Web Submission Web System (ISO wcPrism).RIDLT EDI Web Submission Web System (ISO wcPrism).
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Robbie: Trading Partners EDI Submission Options to RIDLT: There are three 

options for reporting IAIABC Claims Release 3 FROI and SROI to RIDLT and 

receiving the acknowledgments. The IAIABC Standards work in conjunction with 

RIDLT EDI Requirements posted on the website ridltedi.info.

1) Direct Reporting SFTP: The Trading Partner has the ability and experience to 

create (using the IAIABC Standards and RIDLT Requirement Tables), edit and 

send via SFTP to RIDLT clean edited IAIABC Release 3 FROI and SROI data 

and receive and process the IAIABC Claims Release 3 ACK’s that RIDLT will 

return.

2) RIDLT EDI Web Submission System (ISO wcPrism)The Trading Partner is provided 

access to the RIDLT’s FROI SROI Web Submission System that provides the 

ability to enter and submit the edited FROI and SROI reports to RIDLT and 

receive the acknowledgments.

3) EDI Vendor: The Trading Partner utilizes a Third Party EDI Vendor to assist with 

their EDI reporting. The Third Party EDI Vendor should have options to assist 

with the EDI Submissions of clean edited IAIABC Release 3 FROI and SROI 

data and receive and process the IAIABC Claims Release 3 ACK’s that RIDLT 

will return.
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Robbie: A list of approved EDI Vendors is located at www.ridltedi.info under EDI Vendors.
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Pete: Rhode Island EDI Home Page: www.ridltedi.info. 

The link on the screen is to Rhode Island’s EDI reporting services website.
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Pete: This is the RIDLT EDI Home Page. This page provides information about the RIDLT EDI 

initiatives and access to the RIDLT’s EDI Resources and Trading Partner Profiles.initiatives and access to the RIDLT’s EDI Resources and Trading Partner Profiles.
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Pete:This is the RIDLT contact us for help page. All questions related to the Trading Partner 

registration process and/or general EDI support issues should be sent to ridltedi@iso.com.registration process and/or general EDI support issues should be sent to ridltedi@iso.com.
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Pete:  Next, we will go over a general overview of the website. This page has a list of all the 

EDI Resources that we have to offer. EDI Resources that we have to offer. 

You can select contact us for help to get information on who to contact. 

You can select implementation guide to see all the RIDLT requirements. 

EDI Vendors allows you to see all the RIDLT approved vendors. 

Implementation Info provides additional information to support the implementation of EDI 

in conjunction with the Requirement tables.

FAQ provides you answers to frequently asked questions. 

Web links provide you links to other important websites.
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Pete - This is the RIDLT EDI Implementation Guide page showing the Edit Matrix, Element 

Requirements, Event Table and Track Changes. Click the link to download the specific Requirements, Event Table and Track Changes. Click the link to download the specific 

document.
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Pete - RIDLT Implementation Information page. Various documents like RIDLT Master 

Sender ID and JCN Assignment is posted on this page. Sender ID and JCN Assignment is posted on this page. 

In the future, additional documents such as Training Materials, etc will be added. 

The RIDLT Master Sender ID presents RIDLTs FEIN and Postal Code that is to be used in the 

Header Record as either the Receiver ID on incoming FROI SROI reports or the Sender ID on 

the acknowledgments that are returned. 

The RIDLT JCN Assignment Overview presents the assignments that RIDLT uses for 

Jurisdiction Claim Numbers (JCN’s).
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Pete – Next, we will talk about EDI Trading Partner Registration.
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Pete – The Trading Partner Registration is currently available. Please complete your Trading Partner 
Registration today found online, http://ridltedi.info/ in order to receive future announcements for Registration today found online, http://ridltedi.info/ in order to receive future announcements for 
EDI implementation planning.
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Pete – This page has the option to add a new profile, update a profile and provides you 

with information on how to register a trading partner. with information on how to register a trading partner. 
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Pete – When you complete the EDI Trading Partner Profile online an auto response email 

will be sent to the primary contact, and to the jurisdiction. This will serve as notification, to will be sent to the primary contact, and to the jurisdiction. This will serve as notification, to 

all parties, of the EDI Trading Partner information for EDI implementation. Upon approval of 

the EDI Trading Partner Profile by RIDLT, the EDI Support Team will contact the primary 

contact to coordinate implementation and scheduling. Trading Partner Profile updates 

submitted Monday through Friday on a given work week will be processed and available 

Monday of the following week. 
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Robbie: RIDLT EDI Requirements Overview: For this portion of the presentation, we will 

walk through some examples for how to read the RIDLT requirement tables.walk through some examples for how to read the RIDLT requirement tables.
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To understand RIDLT EDI Requirements, Trading Partners must have a clear 

understanding of…understanding of…

�What reports should be filed and when? 

�

This is communicated through the Event Table.
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Let’s review an example of a First Report of Injury (MTC 00 Original) requirement 

to understand how to read the Event Table to understand the requirements.

This is just one example. All MTC’s on the Event Table are read the same way.
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This is the Event Table that shows the FROI 00 Original example. 

As you can see, there is an entry for voluntary period for new claims on or after 3-1-14 

through 12-31-14.
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Event Table example for FROI 00 - Original: Mandatory Period

RIDLT requires (is mandatory) that the submission of a FROI 00 for new claims on
or after 1-1-15 and ongoing (because the ‘Thru’ date is blank).
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Event Table example for FROI 00 - Original:Event Table example for FROI 00 - Original:

The FROI MTC 00 Original report must be sent for The FROI MTC 00 Original report must be sent for The FROI MTC 00 Original report must be sent for The FROI MTC 00 Original report must be sent for The FROI MTC 00 Original report must be sent for The FROI MTC 00 Original report must be sent for The FROI MTC 00 Original report must be sent for The FROI MTC 00 Original report must be sent for Medical Treatment or Medical Treatment or Medical Treatment or Medical Treatment or Medical Treatment or Medical Treatment or Medical Treatment or Medical Treatment or 

Employee  full wages loss of 3 days Employee  full wages loss of 3 days Employee  full wages loss of 3 days Employee  full wages loss of 3 days Employee  full wages loss of 3 days Employee  full wages loss of 3 days Employee  full wages loss of 3 days Employee  full wages loss of 3 days claims based in the Report Trigger Value.claims based in the Report Trigger Value.claims based in the Report Trigger Value.claims based in the Report Trigger Value.claims based in the Report Trigger Value.claims based in the Report Trigger Value.claims based in the Report Trigger Value.claims based in the Report Trigger Value.
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Event Table example for FROI 00 - Original:Event Table example for FROI 00 - Original:

The FROI MTC 00 Original report must be sent for Medical Treatment or The FROI MTC 00 Original report must be sent for Medical Treatment or The FROI MTC 00 Original report must be sent for Medical Treatment or The FROI MTC 00 Original report must be sent for Medical Treatment or The FROI MTC 00 Original report must be sent for Medical Treatment or The FROI MTC 00 Original report must be sent for Medical Treatment or The FROI MTC 00 Original report must be sent for Medical Treatment or The FROI MTC 00 Original report must be sent for Medical Treatment or 

Employee full wage loss of 3 days within Employee full wage loss of 3 days within Employee full wage loss of 3 days within Employee full wage loss of 3 days within Employee full wage loss of 3 days within Employee full wage loss of 3 days within Employee full wage loss of 3 days within Employee full wage loss of 3 days within 10 days from Employer Knowledge 10 days from Employer Knowledge 10 days from Employer Knowledge 10 days from Employer Knowledge 10 days from Employer Knowledge 10 days from Employer Knowledge 10 days from Employer Knowledge 10 days from Employer Knowledge 

of Injury.of Injury.of Injury.of Injury.of Injury.of Injury.of Injury.of Injury.
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To understand RIDLT EDI Requirements, Trading Partners must have a clear 

understanding of…understanding of…

�What are the requirements on the data elements for these reports? 

This is communicated on the Element Requirement Table
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The Element Requirement Table contains 6 worksheets.
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Let’s look at an example of the FROI Element Requirement and FROI Condition 

Table.
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Today, we are reviewing the FROI Table examples. The SROI tables are read the 

same way.

Each MTC and Data Element has a Requirement Code assigned. 

Requirement Codes express RIDLT’s requirement severity for each data element by report 

type (FROI or SROI MTC’s). 

This example shows MTC 00 Original with F: Fatal on DN0002 Maintenance Type 

Code and M: Mandatory on DN0016 Employer FEIN. 

Both F: Fatal and M: Mandatory  requirement codes will cause the transactions to 

be rejected if the data elements are missing or invalid in the FROI MTC 00 report.

A Transaction Rejected (TR) Acknowledgment will be returned.
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This example shows Requirement Codes of NA: Not Applicable Requirement Codes 
for MTC 01 Cancel and IA: If Applicable/Available for MTC 04 Denial for DN0012 for MTC 01 Cancel and IA: If Applicable/Available for MTC 04 Denial for DN0012 
Claim Admin City. 

If the data is sent for a field defined as IA and is invalid, the transaction will be 
accepted but with error (TE acknowledgment). 

If data is sent for a field defined as NA, no error will be returned if the data is invalid. 
RIDLT does not edit or load the data that has a NA requirement code.
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Data elements that have Conditions that make them mandatory are indicated with 
the MC requirement code.

This example shows MC requirement code on a FROI 00 Original for DN0005 

Jurisdiction Claim Number and on the FROI 04 DN0016 Employer FEIN.
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Conditions are defined on a separate table, on the FROI Conditions table.

For this example we have a condition defined on the FROI 04 for DN0016 Employer 

FEIN: 

In this case, RIDLT will reject the report if the Employer FEIN is missing or invalid 

when the Full Denial Reason code is not 3E or 3E because the condition makes it 

mandatory.
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To understand RIDLT EDI Requirements, Trading Partners must have a clear 

understanding of…understanding of…

�What specific edits that will be applied to the reports? 

This is communicated on the Edit Matrix
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The Edit Matrix is made up of the following tables. 

1. DN-Error Message contains “standard” editing developed for Release 3 

data elements. 

2. Value Table expresses the jurisdiction’s acceptable code values for data 

elements that contain actual code list.

3. Match Data describes the data elements that will be used to determine if 

the report will create a new claim or find an existing claim or transaction in 

the jurisdiction’s database. These fields will have either Fatal or Mandatory 

or Mandatory Conditional Requirement Codes.

4. Population Restrictions contains the jurisdiction’s restrictions applied to the 

data element(s). It allows RIDLT to further define and communicate edits 

specific to RIDLT.

5. Sequencing Table provides information on the order or sequence that a 

FROI MTC or SROI MTC can be submitted to RIDLT. For the reports that 

are not sent in the correct sequence RIDLT will return a TR (Transaction 
Rejected) acknowledgment with error Edit 063 - Invalid Event Sequence. 

Now let’s look at examples of how the information is presented on these tables to

understand how the tables can be used to understand RIDLTs requirements.
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The DN Error Message Table contains standard editing that allows all states to use the same 

edits based on the IAIABC standard. edits based on the IAIABC standard. 

On the DN Error Message Table, Release 3 Data Element Numbers and Names are 

listed down the left columns.
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On the DN Error Message Table, Error Message Numbers and associated descriptions 

are listed across the top of the table. 
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On the DN Error Message Table, when there is a Y in the Jurisdiction will apply edit 
column, this indicates that specific edits will be applied to the data element. column, this indicates that specific edits will be applied to the data element. 
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On the DN Error Message Table, the way it is communicated whether RIDLT will apply this 

edit is the indication of an L (greyed or not greyed) in the corresponding box for the error edit is the indication of an L (greyed or not greyed) in the corresponding box for the error 

on the matrix in conjunction with the ‘Jurisdiction will apply edit’ Y or N indication.

If ‘Y’ is in the Jurisdiction will apply edit column and ‘L’ is grayed out, in this 

case Edit 029 is grayed, this indicates that  the edit will not be applied to the 

specific data element . All other non grayed ‘L’ edits for the data element will 

be applied, in this case 001 will be applied.

If ‘N’ is in the Jurisdiction will apply edit column, this indicates that there will 

be no edits applied to the data element at all. In this case, no L’s would need 

to be greyed because of the N indication that Jurisdiction will not apply the 
edits.
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The Valid Value Table reflects the FROI and SROI codes accepted for each data 

element where the data element actually contains a code list.  

The Valid Value Table list the DN#, Element Name and list of acceptable or 

unacceptable codes.

There is a column called ‘capture’ that will indicate whether a data element is 

collected or edited by RIDLT. 

If Y is in the capture column, then RIDLT will verify and edit the incoming codes on 

the FROI SROI reports and if invalid will determine if the data element will receive a 

TA, TE or TR based on the requirement code.

If N, then RIDLT will bypass verification.
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The Valid Value Table reflects the FROI codes or SROI codes accepted for each data 
element. RIDLT will accept the values that are not grayed out when the ‘capture’ element. RIDLT will accept the values that are not grayed out when the ‘capture’ 
column contains a ‘Y’.  

For Example: FROI Maintenance Type Codes (MTC’s) accepted are: 
00,01,02,04,CO,AQ,AU.
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RIDLT will not accept the values that are grayed out and if sent will return a TR 
acknowledgment with error Edit 063 Edit 063 Edit 063 Edit 063 ---- Invalid Event SequenceInvalid Event SequenceInvalid Event SequenceInvalid Event Sequence.  Example: FROI acknowledgment with error Edit 063 Edit 063 Edit 063 Edit 063 ---- Invalid Event SequenceInvalid Event SequenceInvalid Event SequenceInvalid Event Sequence.  Example: FROI 
DN0002 Maintenance Type Codes (MTC’s) not accepted are UI, UR.
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The RIDLT Match Data is used to identify a transaction as a new claim, to create or 

"match" to an existing claim for duplicate checking and updating the claim. 
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"match" to an existing claim for duplicate checking and updating the claim. 

On a specific claim, a primary "match" data element value may or can change and 

prevent a match. 

For this reason, RIDLT has identified primary “match” data element(s) and 

secondary “match” data elements. 

This example shows the Primary Match Data elements indicated by ‘P’.

Refer to IAIABC Match Data Rules in the Release 3 Guide for additional information.



When there is no match on the primary match data, secondary "match" data 
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elements, indicated by ‘S’ may find the claim.

This example shows the Secondary Match Data elements indicated by ‘S’.

Only one match data value can be changed in one report. If more than one match 

data is changed, then RIDLT will return an error on the specific DN that does not 

match with error message: 117 Match data value not consistent with value 

previously reported.

When multiple Match Data fields are changing, then a FROI MTC 02 is required to 

be sent for each single Match Data field.

Refer to the IAIABC Claims R 3.0 Guide: Match Data Rules for additional 

information.



To understand the Population Restrictions table, first refer to the Edit Matrix – DN 

Error Message table.

If you see a “P” in the Population Restrictions Indicator column of the DN-Error 

Message table, there should be a corresponding entry in the Populations 

Restrictions table.
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The RIDLT FROI Population Restrictions Table elaborates on the data elements specific 

‘data’ population or accepted values. Each entry contains the Data Element Number (DN#) ‘data’ population or accepted values. Each entry contains the Data Element Number (DN#) 

and data element name.
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The Population Restrictions Table communicates the Population Restriction, Element Error 

Number, Error Message and Element Error Text. Number, Error Message and Element Error Text. 

The Population Restriction column in the table is used to indicate the specific reason for 

the generation of the error messages, including MTC limitation, if applicable. 

As you can see, the ‘Population Restriction’ listed for each Data Element on this table is 

associated with a specific Error Message. 

Example DN0270 Employee ID Type Qualifier values that are accepted are A and S and if 

any other code is sent an error of 042 Not Statutorily Valid will be returned. For this 

example, you can also refer to the Valid Value Table that would indicate that A and S are the 

only acceptable Codes for DN0270 Employee ID Type Qualifier.
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The Sequencing Table  contains RIDLT’s MTC types accepted and indicates the 
order or sequence that the MTC’s can be sent. These are the sequence in which 
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order or sequence that the MTC’s can be sent. These are the sequence in which 

business events (MTCs) typically occur during the life of a claim as Laura presented earlier 

in the presentation.

RIDLT’s transaction sequencing edits are defined here on the Sequencing table. If the 

sequencing edits fail then error 063 063 063 063 ---- Invalid Event Sequence Invalid Event Sequence Invalid Event Sequence Invalid Event Sequence will be returned in the 

TR (Transaction Rejected) acknowledgment.



On the Sequencing Table, refer to the ‘Apply Seq Edit’ column.

When the value of ‘Y’ is in the ‘Apply Seq Edit’ column, this indicates that edit 063 
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When the value of ‘Y’ is in the ‘Apply Seq Edit’ column, this indicates that edit 063 
will be applied. Example FROI 00, 04, AQ, AU.

The value of ‘NA’ in the ‘Apply Seq Edit’ column indicates edit 063 will not be 
applied because RIDLT does not accept that MTC. Example FROI MTC UI.

If MTC UI is sent for example, then Error Message-‘042-Not Statutorily Valid’ TR 
acknowledgment will be returned because the FROI MTC UI is not accepted in 
RIDLT.



Robbie: 
RIDLT Test Plan Overview. RIDLT Test Plan Overview. 

FROI Testing: RIDLT is looking to test the following MTC’s:

MTC 00, 04, 01, 02, CO.  Also, MTC AQ and AU if 
applicable. 

SROI Testing: RIDLT is looking to test the following MTC’s:

MTC 02 04 IP SX (like S1, S4, S8, SD) RB FN

RI’s detailed test plan provides additional information for guidance on the test and is available upon request 
to RI EDI Support Team at email ridltedi@iso.com. It will be posted to the website on the Implementation 
Info Page..

Production Approval:  Submission of FROI SROI MTC reports indicted (real or dummy claims) that 
receive TA (Transaction Accepted) Acknowledgment Status.

All Trading Partners will be required to complete the published RI test plan to verify their ability to file 
electronically with RIDLT prior to the receiving a production date. 

If your organization is currently or is planning to file Release 3.0 FROI reports through an approved EDI 
vendor to RIDLT, the vendor will be required to complete the test plan once on behalf of all their clients. 
Once the vendor is approved for production, your organization will also be approved for production as well.

All trading partners must be approved individually or through a EDI vendor prior to filing release 3.0 reports 
in production.  
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Robbie: How do I get help?

All questions related to RIDLT’s EDI requirements or the Trading Partner 

Registration Process or General EDI Support should be sent to the RIDLT EDI 

Support Team at email address RIDLTEDI@ISO.COM 
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Matt: This concludes the RIDLT EDI Presentation session for today.  Please visit us online for 

additional information.additional information.

Rhode Island would like to thank you for your attendance today and look forward to Rhode Island would like to thank you for your attendance today and look forward to 

working with you on the implementation of EDI reporting of First and Subsequent working with you on the implementation of EDI reporting of First and Subsequent 

Report of Injury in Rhode Island.Report of Injury in Rhode Island.

Thank you again and have a wonderful afternoon.
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